## Advantages in Renting MSU State Vehicles

- **Personal Vehicle Use Costs More** - MSU costs are less when state vehicles are utilized rather than paying for an employee to drive their personal vehicle. IRS standard reimbursement rates are $45.01 per day + fuel (tax = 19.075%)

## Personal Vehicle Use Costs More

- **Liability Higher Cost** if personal vehicle is used and involved in an accident while on University business. In general, damage to state vehicles covered by State.
- **Unlimited Miles and No Gas Chargebacks** to departments. The daily rate includes fuel, rental rate and insurance. Use of Enterprise typically requires use of personal funds or department purchasing card for fuel plus daily rate and fees.
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- **Driver’s Age Issue** - To drive a state vehicle from MSU you must be at least 18 years old, on University Business approved through the department responsible for the account charged for this service. Vehicle Consent Form must be submitted and received with approved status.
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